RGB-D IMAGE BASED LANDMARK IDENTIFICATION FOR CORRIDOR COVERAGE NAVIGATION
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ABSTRACT

Developing robotic coverage navigation system in straight corridor using only one sensor, RGB-D camera, is a challenging problem. System must be able to identify the landmarks that naturally exist in structured environment. This ability is needed to provide the information about perimeters of workspace that should be covered by robot in a single task at segmented area of corridor. Color detection and distance estimation using RGB-D images are applied to identify landmarks that found in corridor. Identification is calculated from salient region that covered 0.125 of images area. Landmarks in range between 0.8 to 5.6 meters have successfully identified with accuracy 98.86%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Navigation can be described as ability to guide man, machine, or robot to move from source location to destination. This capability that lead robot to pass over all points of a certain area of interest is known as coverage navigation. Choset classified algorithms to cover as off-line and on-line [1] based on the availability of all stationary and environment information. The first category has requirements that might be unrealistic in a large number of scenarios that it assumes full prior knowledge of operation area to be known in advanced. In a contrary, the second category does not need to take for granted requisite data completely because it utilizes real-time sensor measurements to explore the workspace. One important issue in navigating robot that can be expressed as competence to determine position of the robot itself in the environment is self-localization [2]. This problem can be solved by detect unique features, known as landmarks, in the environment. A way of navigation with localization that consists of identifying and following sequence of landmarks is known as piloting. The problem shifts to how to choose consistent landmark. Some researches about navigation techniques based on landmark are resumed in next section.

Predesigned landmark is a simple approach in piloting by adding unique patterns as artificial landmark in the environment. Geometry patterns that were set as landmark had been investigated by Lazanas and Latombe [3] and Magee and Aggarwal [4]. Taylor and Kriegman proposed barcode as landmark [5]. QR code was placed in ceiling and adjust Kinect sensor to detect this landmark was examined by Eric McCann et al [6].

Selected landmark is another technique in piloting by choosing landmark from natural object that exist natively in environment was proposed in [7] and [8]. This method need camera as sensor to grab images in some definit interval while robot is moving. Kortenkamp and Weymouth was exploring landmarks that consist of some objects that easy to recognize such as doors, or certain line segments [9]. The result of selected landmark fulfill the requirements for indoor or outdoor navigation [10].

Landmark recognition through sequence of training by applying Neural Network to amount of images of environment had been pioneered by Thrun [11]. SVM was used to learn landmark [12] and to add landmark annotation [13]. Uncertainty in sensor accuracy, dynamics of environment, unperfect robot control, and expensive computation were some challanges in recognizing landmark using learning.
This research aims to identify selected landmark using RGB-D images from single Kinect sensor to achieve high accuracy and inexpensive computation for supporting corridor coverage navigation. To achieve the aims, this study seeks to determine a method to integrate landmark identification based on RGB and Depth images; and to use the result of landmark identification to control velocity of forward and rotation movement of robot.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes previous research. Section 3 explains the technique that is used for identifying the landmarks based on RGB-D images. The method of velocity and rotation control is described in Section 4. Section 5 reports the experiments and results of landmark identification for corridor coverage navigation. And finally, some concluding remarks is stated in Section 6.

2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

In our previous work [14], wall-following behaviour that comprised ability to estimate distance and heading angle was implemented using Kinect. Experiments was conducted in straight corridor, Figure 1, that half of its side was in open condition therefore sun light can come in.

Contrasts with Wong and MacDonald's approach to utilize corners of testbed environment as landmarks [16], Todt and Torras [17] took advantage of visual attention multi resolution mechanism in color contrast for extracting salient region of images. Salient detection based on color in Todt and Torras's experiment had been applied not only to still image but also to motion images that got while robot moved. Salient region works as filter to find landmarks in images. Saliency of a region does not depend on absolut value of intrinsic magnitude but relies on contrast or difference between values in this region and its neighbour. Color component, intensity, or feature orientation are some variables that can be used to determine saliency of a region.

Our research proposes to exploit salient parts of corridor's perimeters as naturally exist landmarks. Corridor in this research comprise floor, ceiling, wall, and railing. Figure 1 shows corridor image that is captured from Kinect sensor on the top of omnidirectional mobile robot. Tilt angle of this sensor is set to 0°. Ideal landmark must be unique and be identified easily with the intention that navigation action can be taken precisely.

The ideal landmark must be unique in order to be recognized easily so that navigation action decision can be taken properly. Natural landmark is a form landmark that may appeared as unique part of building structure in the workspace environment. Figure 1 shows corridor comprise yellow block in each pillars have contrast color compared to other thing around it.

3. LANDMARKS IDENTIFICATION BASED ON RGB-D IMAGES

This research offers an approach for identifying landmark that consists of two phases: extracting candidate to choose landmark, and recognizing landmark to navigate. The first phase intend to grab information about landmark and it's location from images that have been captured by RGB-D camera as illustrated in Figure 2.
Distance estimation and color detection are used in this research as techniques to extract landmark. Estimation of each object's pixels is achieved by applying piece wise exponential conversion formula from hue value of Depth image to distance in cm's as had been investigated in earlier research [14] with average error 1.14% or accuracy 98.86%. Contrast of environment's color was detected by harnessing color detection in RGB image in order to acquire binary image contains landmark. Steps in color detection is started by getting Red, Green, Blue colors from each random pixels from landmark candidate. Pixel value of each color component is divided by sum of three colors to obtain normalisation. Minimum and maximum value of normalisation are determined in such a way pixels in these ranges will be kept whereas the others will be ignored. Color of yellow blocks can be observed from Depth images since the railing surround it will be displayed in black so that the yellow blocks will be salient. Figure 3 presents yellow blocks as landmarks that viewed in RGB (left) and Depth (right) images.

By using distance estimation, landmark extraction process proceed with taking of 16 samples of Depth images as shown in Figure 4. The number of samples are representation of tracks in the corridor against combination of starting and finishing location of each navigation task. Landmark always appeared in the same region in all images, that is in position 0.25 of image's height and 0.5 of image's width in the right or left side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.42953</td>
<td>0.55102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.227273</td>
<td>0.380597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>0.074627</td>
<td>0.306818</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By synchronizing landmark's coordinate in RGB and Depth images, distance of landmark can be found. Examination shown that valid landmark occupies more than 1500 pixels in binary image as shown in Figure 5.
Uncertainty factor of RGB-D camera causes difficulties to precisely determine landmark's distance of every location that robot may cover. Valid landmarks have been recorded to be identified in ranges as described in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot's Relative Position</th>
<th>Min (m)</th>
<th>Max (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall in the right side of robot</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall in the left side of robot</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The measurement of Depth images in some locations, robot facing end of corridor with the wall in the right side, return distance between robot and landmark in range 3.7 m until 4.5 m. While other measurements, robot facing end of corridor with the wall in the left side, produce gap 2.7 m and 3.7 m in minimum and maximum respectively. Flowchart of landmark identification process utilize RGB-D images is drawn in Figure 6. Outcome of this process is used as input to control velocity and rotation.

4. VELOCITY AND ROTATION CONTROL

Cell-decomposition area in straight corridor as workspace of vacuum cleaning robot is illustrated in Figure 7. Robot utilize boustrophedon strategy for covering this area. Consequently, it requires to control velocity $\underline{x_L}$ and rotation. This ability will help robot to start and stop it's wall-following based on the result of landmark identification.

Start-stop controller is employed to facilitate this requirement. Constant velocity 0.12 m/sec on forward direction is applied when the first landmark successfully identified. If the second landmark is detected then this velocity turn to 0 m/sec. Therefore the robot will stop and rotate 180° to continue to the next track as shown in Figure 8.

Once robot ready to cover the next track, landmark identification begin to find the first landmark to start wall-following and prepared to detect the second landmark to stop velocity and rotate to the next track. This sequence will be repeated until all four tracks have been covered. This series of activities are described as states that the transition is triggered by the result of landmark identification. Figure 9 displays state diagram comprise three states: landmark identification, wall-following, and rotation. Algorithm for corridor coverage navigation that implements these states is shown in Figure 10.
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The first experiment of landmark identification based on RGB-D images is accomplished by examining synchronization between RGB color detection and Depth distance estimation. Two of sixteen samples that are brought in Figure 11 demonstrate ability to identify landmarks in start and stop position of the first track. Landmarks are detected at distance 3.92 m and 4.3 m with 5195 and 2771 in number of pixels respectively. This experiment is done before testing the ability to support navigation. This approach use single sensor that is facing forward bring enhancement compare to [6] in ability to identify naturally exist landmark without any artificial landmark addition in structured environment.

Figure 11: Identifying Landmark At Start And Stop Position In First Track

Capability to identify landmark in condition where obstacles are added in workspace is investigated in second experiment as displayed in Figure 12. Because of it's position is higher than the obstacle(s), landmarks able to be detected at distance 2.91 m and 3.91 m with 3380 and 4068 in number of pixels respectively. This strategy can compete with results of [12] in the emergence of obstacles without loosing time in training.

Figure 12: Landmark Is Detected When Obstacle(S) Is Added In Workspace

The third experiment is executed to test performance of system in situation where robot position does not align with corridor axis due to drift error. Figure 13 proves that system able to recognize landmark even when heading direction of robot swing over in some angles from top to bottom, those are 0°, -4°, and 3°. This method shown an improvement to answer problem of the appearance/disappearance of regions when changing the point of view as happened in [10].

Figure 13: Landmark Is Recognized In Drift Error Situation

After testing stability of the system in different set up, the next experiment is performed to try the system in real-time application. Vacuum cleaning robot is placed in long corridor. The task is to cover certain cell-decomposition are in this corridor such as illustrated in Figure 7. The workspace is a region with dimension 7.2 m by 2.3 m between two rooms. As depicted in Figure 8, this region is situated near by three landmarks those are symbolized as yellow square with number 3, 4, and 5. Two of these landmarks must be recognized to give the robot trigger when to start and stop a session of covering task in each track, like have been shown in algorithm that displayed in Figure 10. By implementing this algorithm, robot start to move forward when it detects the first landmark; wall-following behaviour begin to execute until the second landmark is identified; robot stop, rotate, and shift to next track after recognizing the second landmark. Snapshots of all critical points of this experiment are presented in Figure 14. Each point where landmarks are identified inside trajectories for the first time is illustrated as triangle and for the second time is drawn as diamond as shown in Figure 15. This system presents perfection to previous work [14] in providing localization function to support corridor coverage navigation.
6. CONCLUSIONS

Landmark in workspace in the form of building structure that having unique characteristics in color and position can be identified by landmark identification that combine color detection and depth distance estimation. System that has been developed in this research is capable to detect landmark in off-line, even when obstacles are added in workspace or when heading direction is swing over. According to the result of real-time application, RGB-D images based landmark identification able to be used in coverage navigation in straight corridor without adding artificial landmark in environment. Computation of landmark identification is done by exploiting salient region that covered 0.125 of images area. Accuracy 98.86% is achieved in detecting landmarks that stand in range between 0.8 to 5.6 meters. However, system still require to be enhanced in capacity for learning to decide which elements of environment that can be chose as landmark.
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